infinite deserts (2023) .................. Joshua JD Fuller/Nolen Liu/Andrew Rubio/
Noah Salem/Michael Casiano/Pierre Jax of Just The TRS!

"an infinity of deserts, each more infinite than
the last" (braesrecords.com/trs)

Just The TRS!
Joshua JD Fuller, Nolen Liu, Andrew Rubio,
Noah Salem, Michael Casiano, Pierre Jax

Rebirth (2023).......................................................... Mak Espinosa/Greyson Shaw
(b. 2004)/(b. 2003)

Mak Espinosa, Greyson Shaw

Afraid of Isolation (2023)................................. Nolen Liu/Andrew Rubio/
Noah Salem/William Bender

Nolen Liu, Andrew Rubio, Noah Salem, William Bender

Alternate Dimensions (2023) ....................... Andrew Rubio/Michael Casiano
(b. 2002)/(b. 2003)

Andrew Rubio, Michael Casiano
Octothorpe
Joshua JD Fuller, Nolen Liu

UltraViolet (2023) ............................................ Timpani Gunter/Mak Espinosa/
Pierre Jax/Max Windsor
Timpani Gunter, Mak Espinosa, Pierre Jax, Max Windsor

Grass in the Trees (2023) ................................. Timpani Gunter/William Bender
(b. 2002)/(b. 2003)
Timpani Gunter, William Bender

C-U-L8R - with stochasticity! (2023) .................Joshua JD Fuller/Greyson Shaw/
Michael Casiano
Joshua JD Fuller, Greyson Shaw, Michael Casiano

Redesign (2023) ..............................................Max Windsor/Noah Salem
(b. 2001)/(b. 2002)
Max Windsor, Noah Salem